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The long way through a typical international supply chain
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The general process of substance reporting in the AI
• To protect CBI, Material Manufac.
are allowed to „hide“ up to 10% of
their recipe behind so called
“Jokers”, e.g. “Further Additives”
BUT:
• If a substance is listed on GADSL
(= prohibited or declarable), it
must not be hidden behind a Joker
but has to be reported

 No CBI Protection for GADSL Listed Substances
 GADSL has to be absolutely correct to ensure CBI Protection

 How to be sure???
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Sometimes we simply don´t know what´s going on…

• Industry faces an increase in chemical usage restrictions:
o New Countries
o More Chemicals
o Different approaches

More complexity
to monitor all
global regulations
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Project to increase efficiency

ACEA
Solution

GRMS2
Benefits

Global Regulatory
Monitoring System of
chemical Substances

An external service provider
takes over regulatory
monitoring of global
chemicals (draft) legislations
Impact Assessment by Service
Provider: Based on defined
criteria
Legislation are stored in a
database, incl. legislations’
fact sheet, substance ID

Efficiency

Stakeholders can use
database output
R&D
Quality management
Production Plants
Purchasing
Supply Chain

Harmonized activities
Planning certainty

Reliability
Process stability
Strengthen industry
position
Compliant products
Decrease internal
costs/efforts
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Where we are now?

•
•
•
•

Start of development: December 2017
GRMS² Beta online: April 2018 (frequently updates)
GRMS² 1.0 launch: ~November 2018
Service provider: The Yordas Group (TYG) (former: The Reach Center, UK)
Today
System development
Dec
17

Project specification
Feb 2018

GRMS² Beta
~ April 2018

~ 6 month

GRMS² Launch

~ November 2018

Kick-off

Test phase
& Software
amendments
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Are you interested in GRMS²?

• You belong to the automotive supply
chain:
 Please contact Mr. Jens Warsen (ACEA)
Email: jw@acea.be

• Your business is non-automotive:
 Please contact Mrs. Sandra Meijer (TYG)

Interested?

Email: s.meijer@yordasgroup.com
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Outlook - How to increase efficiency / decrease costs?

Individual industry driven initiatives are neither efficient nor fully reliable

Proposal for a solution, driven
by an International Organisation (IO)

Proposal:

I Cooperation with governments / IOs e.g. by involving
– OECD: Possibility link to OECD Saat-toolbox for
decision-making in chemicals management
– WTO: Possible link to WTO Notification Process
– UN Environment / SAICM: Possible link to CiP Project
and/or other SAICM initiatives
– ECHA: Possible link to the e-chem portal
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Advantages of an „IO“-driven initiative
• Global SMEs incl. Industries in Development Countries:
– Can make business decisions based on information that is correct and
inexpensive
• Industries in general:
– Don´t have to invest separately into similar projects (as it is today)
– May benefit from the possibility to comment into the legislative development
process
– Will be able to prepare early for a possible regulation
– Waste sector: Will benefit from a more sustainable waste stream
• Global Legislators:
– May benefit from the input of industry to improve the legislation
(Lessons Learned from the successful REACH PACT / RMOA Process)
– Legislative development process of developing countries will improve
• Consumers
– Will benefit from increasing compliance of the End-Products
10
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SDGs - Environmental Performance of the EU Vehicle Industry

European manufacturers have significantly reduced the environmental
impact of car production over the last decade

Source: ACEA Pocket Guide
https://www.acea.be/uploads/publications/ACEA_Pocket_Guide_2018-2019.pdf
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Global treaties require global alignments

SYNERGIES amongst the Basel, Rotterdam and Stockholm Conventions

Restriction on transboundary movements of hazardous wastes

Obliges Parties to notify regulatory actions through PIC procedure for certain
hazardous chemicals and pesticides in international trade

Parties must eliminate certain chemicals from production and use. The Convention
lays down POPs screening criteria for assessing other chemicals (new POPs)
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Observations since 2013
Substance
Relevance

• Since 2004, the Stockholm Convention was mainly dealing with Pesticides
• With the flame retardants HBCD (in 2013) and DecaBDE (in 2015), for the
first time, discussions have started on substances, that were still broadly
used in articles.
• New and underestimated challenges for all stakeholders
– Totally different argumentations, terminologies, technologies, complexities…

• Neither industry nor the parties (countries) were fully aware about the
related consequences
– The convention text was partly misleading (e.g. stockpiles, limit value calculations, …)
– Many industries were not realizing the impact on their business (poor participation)

• Now, more and more substances with article relevance (e.g. PFOA) will be
added…

Article
Relevance

– Industry has to start aligning the processes and positions
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The Challenge
Auto

Auto

…

…

Communication
& alignment
within
often very
tight timelines

Auto
Electronics
Auto
+ 180 BC
+ 153 RC
+ 175 SC

…

Aerospace

BRS
Parties

Chemical
…

Auto

Auto
…

…
Auto
…
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Lessons Learned

•
•
•
•

Different understandings
Different philosophies
Different strategies
Competition

Different
Positions

Outlook:
Global legislations will increase in the future
Increasing impact on global business
It is vital to be engaged as individual / overall industry
15

Environmental Legislation – The EU Benchmark
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Circular Economy – A global trend

• The “Circular Economy” is a global phenomena
(for good reasons!)
• Activities at global legislators as well as
international organisations
–
–
–
–

EU (Waste Package, Plastics Strategy, …)
Korea (Resource Circular Basic Law)
China (Circular Economy Promotion Law)
UN (Several initiatives driven by the SDGs)

• Many activities and obligations follow the
same wrong golden solution
17

http://unctad.org/en/Pages/DITC/Trade-and-Environment/Circular-Economy.aspx

How to achieve a circular economy?

• Governments & NGOs “Golden Solution”
– Provide as much information as possible to the waste sector
– Databases, Labelling, … allows dismantling  Detoxification of the waste stream

• Waste / Recycling industry opinion:
– Some more information is helpful
– Too much information is overwhelming and will not be used in practice

• Article manufacturing industries opinion:
– Don´t over-simplify - There is NO golden “one-fits-all” solution
– For complex & durable products
• Dismantling is no / only a very limited option
• Fully avoiding hazardous waste is a major goal but impossible
• The ability to collect SiA Information is limited…
18
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How to achieve a circular economy?
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Revision of the Waste Framework Directive (Art. 9)
Background
• During revision of EU Waste Directive, the Parliament has included a new obligation for ECHA and Industry
- ECHA shall develop a database (DB) for SVHCs (+ SOCs?) in each product (=complex object) on the EU market
- Any EU suppliers of articles to submit the required information to ECHA

Law w/o impact or
feasibility assessment!
Goals of the ECHA DB:
According to the mandate for ECHA as set out in Art. 9 of the WFD:
•
•

Enable consumers to make informed purchasing decisions
Enable Waste Sector to “detoxify” the waste stream especially via dismantling.

Additional objectives from the ECHA supporting documents :
•
•
•

Increase pressure to industry to substitute
Improve data from imported articles
Enforcement Authorities can easily check data vs reality

No tailored
approach !

20
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ECHA´s Main Ideas
• Each European article manufacturer, assembler or importer has
to fill the “relevant information” for his (sub-)article into the DB.
• Each article shall get an own unique parts ID
– Will have to be communicated / referenced in the complete supply chain

• “Relevant Information”: Going far beyond the Art 33 information
– Role of the company (importer, assembler, manufacturer, …)
– (Trade) Names of articles/complex objects,
– Materials and Material Classifications,
– Material characteristics, functions and use(s),
– Concentrations,
– Safe Use Information following Exposure Scenarios for the SVHCs

– Individual data for each individual product (each individual vehicle (VIN))

• The DB Design will be flexible to also include other data (SOCs, …)
Only with such additional information the whole concept makes SOME sense
Especially SMEs are unable to collect such non legally required information

General Industry Concerns (Extracts) - The WFD Database…
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Is impractical, especially for complex products.
Will cause serious CBI concerns by generating full supply chain transparency as well as parts
structures resulting in a high risk of future misuse.
Will not help the recycling business but will potentially increase efforts and costs as the level
of information is deemed to be overwhelming & obligations may increase.
Will create a duplication of already existing processes and tools to collect information on
substances in articles, but will be incompatible with those existing systems, and thus will put
the related large investments by industry for these systems as well as their data at risk.
Will also lead to very high investments into the updating of industrial engineering, quality,
purchasing, … systems
Will never be able to provide a full picture as due to maintenance repair and accessorising,
products entering the waste stream will often not be the same as when placed on the
market and reported into the database.
Will only lead to disproportionate burden on industry without contributing to the objectives
of the Circular Economy.
Will increase costs and impair the competitiveness of EU industry, especially for EU-based
SMEs, but for others as well.
22
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A case study: UN CiP vs WFD Art. 33 Database

• Industry is desperately seeking for guidance / support
– WFD Database, REACH Art 33, Conflict Minerals, Restrictions….
 What substances do I use in my products?

• CiP (UN Environment - Chemicals in Products Program)
– Initiative triggered by SAICM
– Aim: Support all stakeholders to know and disclose the chemical composition of articles
– Guideline released (in 2015) but not much used by industry (yet)
– Not known or used by industry… / Probably too general = Not helpful?

Pressure on industry is increasing while international solutions are (partly) available
BUT: No consequent follow up on both sides  No success of the initiative!
Industry has started own initiatives (e.g. Proactive Alliance) but success it doubtable
w/o recognition / support of International Organisations…

Conclusion
•

Already today, industry is struggling to monitor and cope with different national / regional chem.
legislations
–

•

A global platform driven by an International Organisation may provide broad benefits

International chemical policy is an important part to achieve a better world and is a great step towards
harmonisation, but is causing new challenges to global industry #
–

Alignment, communication, etc

•

Key to success is a broad industry contribution into the diverse discussions (BRS Conv., SAICM, etc…)
but especially article manufacturers are not prepared / involved yet

•

The EU is a frontrunner for environmental legislation and thus has to act with caution and logic

•

Another international legal trend is the circular economy which is often based upon some wrong
assumptions leading to questionable solutions / proposals, e.g
–

•

Waste sector needs to know everything…  ECHA Art 33 database 

Industry needs to know more about the substance composition of their products
–

UN Env. is working since years on solutions but is not successful to promote it.
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